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White Paper Report 
Bitcoin and Bubbles: Part III 

Five years ago, we wrote our first paper on Bitcoin. In 

December of 2017, Bitcoin was reaching astronomical 

heights and our clients were searching for an 

understanding around the hype. With its meteoric rise, 

to almost $20,000, Bitcoin had surpassed all other asset 

bubbles (See chart on page 3). There were many 

stated reasons why “this time it’s different”. As is often 

the case in an asset bubble, investors seeking to get rich 

quick will set high price expectations and back into the 

reason. Experts come out of the woodwork to explain 

the phenomenon. In the end, the results are usually the 

same. When bubbles burst, late speculative adopters 

get crushed. Our first paper warned of precisely 

that. Bitcoin quickly collapsed to $3,000.  A massive 

decline. But that would not be the end. With a massive 

inflow of capital from COVID relief, speculative investors 

were at it again. This time pushing Bitcoin to over $60k.

  

In March of 2021, our clients again asked for our 

thoughts on this anomaly. Our second paper once 

again warned investors of the perils of investing in an 

asset that is only supported by “the greater fool 

theory”, meaning the price goes up if you can find a 

willing buyer, not because of any traditional valuation 

metrics. We also warned that bubbles can lead prices 

to inexplicable heights. Those runs are intoxicating. 

They pull in capital that is not discerning. Once again, 

the bubble has burst.  Bitcoin has fallen over 80% from 

its high. Once again, investors have taken massive 

losses. Bitcoins and Bubble III will look at how this 

incredible and historic bubble occurred, how prices 

got so high, and more importantly, what to make of 

the Crypto market now.     
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The Evolution of the Crypto Bubble 

Our first warning on the cryprtocurrency market was five 

years ago when we released a white paper titled, “Bitcoin 

and Bubbles.” We had witnessed a nearly 1800% increase 

in 2017 in a product (i.e. Bitcoin) that had no 

fundamental value, was driven by speculation, was 

unregulated and had no store of value. However, in the 

years the followed the entire cryptocurrency market has 

exploaded and astonishly has been referred to as the 

“future of money.” The universe has seen eye popping 

fund flows, an exorbitant amount of newly created 

“coins” and endorsements from famous athletes and 

actors. Even top banking executives left their posts for 

jobs in the crypto world. Crypto exchanges have been 

seen on billboards, advertised at sporting events and one 

cryptocurrency exchange even bought the rights to the 

name of a famous basketball arena. The momentum of 

the crypto market lured investors who did not want to 

miss out on the “next best thing” (sound familiar??). In 

addition, the decades-long period of low interest rates 

and excessive fiscal stimulus helped investors take a 

gamble on this new marketplace. However, the first 

major bear market did little to deter these gamblers  

(May 2021 – July 2021 when the Bloomberg Galaxy 

Crypto Index dropped ~50%) and now investors are 

witnessing a more pronounced collapse of the 

cryptocurrency market (Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index 

down ~80% since November 2021). Billions of dollars 

have disappeared, legal actions are being taken for 

alleged fraud and investors are frantically fleeing 

anything related to these “pet rocks” (as referred to by 

Jamie Dimon, CEO of JPMorgan Chase). (Chart 1). 

 
  

Chart 1 
The Collapse of the Crypto Currency Market 
Data is as of December 22, 2022. Source: Bloomberg Finance LP, Verdence Capital Advisors. 
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The “Crypto Winter” 

In late 2021, the market cap of the cryptocurrency 

market was ~$3 trillion. To put that in perspective, the 

market cap of Apple is ~$2 trillion. At one point in 2021 

there were ~8,000 cryptocurrencies that were listed on 

CoinGecko which is the world’s largest independent 

cryptocurrency data aggregator. However, if you asked 

anyone on the street they may have only been able to 

name four or five. Currently, there are less than 4,000 

actively listed (and trading) and the market cap of the 

cryptocurrency market is estimated to have fallen to 

~$850 billion.1  

Now with what is being referred to as the “Crypto 

Winter,” we are witnessing the next phase of this bubble 

bursting. The exchanges that handle the trading and 

execution of these coins are collapsing at a rapid pace.2 

The most notable bankruptcy has been that of FTX which 

was once one of the largest exchanges by volume and at 

its peak was valued at more than $30 billion. The failure 

of FTX and many other exchanges comes from 

irresponsible accounting, mismanagement of funds, 

leverage, a liquidity crisis and too much reliability on their 

own native coin. The downfall of FTX started with the 

slump in the value of their token (i.e., FTT) and the 

discovery that FTX was highly leveraged to its own coin 

(i.e., FTT) as well as its research and trading firm, 

Alameda Research. When the value of FTT collapsed, like 

a run on a bank, investors flocked to withdrawal their 

funds driving the value of the FTT cryptocurrency and the 

broad crypto market lower thereby exacerbating the 

liquidity crunch, ultimately FTX had to declare bankruptcy 

with over $3 billion owed to its 50 largest creditors.3 It 

has not stopped with bankruptcy, we are witnessing a 

web of mismanagement, lies, fraud, carelessness and 

now criminal charges and class action suits against those 

who misled investors.   
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Crypto Thesis Fails to Materialize

We have warned for years that regulation is one of the 

biggest risks to the crypto market. Its lack of regulation 

leaves investors helpless in a situation like FTX. There is no 

government backstop, no due diligence, no uniform 

policies, and no insurance (like FDIC insurance for banks). 

Furthermore, the rationale that drove investors into 

cryptocurrencies has failed to materialize. Let’s go back 

and revisit the justification that was used to buy 

cryptocurrencies in recent years. 

1. It is an inflation hedge. Wrong! Inflation as 

measured by the Consumer Price Index has 

increased 7% in 2022. However, this year the 

Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index is down 80%. 

2. It is the new store of value. Wrong! To be a store 

of value it must be widely transactional, be 

completely liquid and have a stable value. 

3. It is a new currency that will supplant the U.S. 

dollar. Wrong! Some believed rising fiscal deficits 

would leave the U.S. dollar with no value and 

cryptocurrencies could replace it. Well, the U.S. 

dollar is up almost 10% in 2022 and not only has 

crypto deteriorated (Chart 2, next page) but the 

volatility in Bitcoin proves it cannot be a viable 

currency. (Chart 3, next page). 

4. It is a new asset class. Wrong! To be classified as a 

stand-alone asset class, the asset must exhibit 

certain characteristics like correlation, risk, liquidity, 

and a meaningful way to value the product. Bitcoin 

did not exhibit any of these characteristics.  

5. It is safe and not regulated. Wrong! Because 

cryptos used decentralized blockchain technology 

some believed it was secure. Some mistakenly 

believed there was a regulatory outlet that would 

keep the cyrptos safe. However, since 2011 there 

has been ~$9 billion worth of cryptocurrencies 

stolen with the largest amount in 2022. (Chart 4, 

next page). We also cannot ignore that these 

crypto wallets are secured with a passcode and if 

you forget your passcode, there is no reset. Your 

coins are lost.  

6. It is anonymous. Wrong! The point of blockchain 

technology that crypto was founded on is that it is a 

completely transparent ledger that anyone can 

access. Does not sound anonymous. 

7. Millennials and Gen Z are buying it so it must be 

the future. Wrong! The lack of understanding and 

education taken from websites with no financial 

background (e.g., TikTok) left these generations with 

significant losses.  

  

Regulation is one of the biggest risks to the crypto  
market. Its lack of regulation leaves investors helpless. 
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Theft of Crypto Becoming Common 
Data is as of December 16, 2022.  
Source: www.comparitech.com/crypto/biggest-cryptocurrency-heists/, 
Verdence Capital Advisors. 
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Blockchain May be What Emerges as 
the Clear Winner 

The technology behind the crypto craze has always been 

what has value, the blockchain. Blockchain is a 

decentralized database that stores information in a digital 

format and strings it together to form a chronological 

chain. Once the chain builds up (as new data comes in it 

creates a new block that is linked to the old blocks) it 

cannot be edited, deleted, or destroyed. The use of 

blockchain allows data to be held away from a centralized 

location and reduces the risk of human error in data entry. 

While blockchain has primarily been used in the crypto 

experiment it has tremendous potential to change the 

way businesses operate. For example, a company can 

utilize blockchain for inventory management. IBM is using 

blockchain technology to show every step of food 

processing so consumers can truly track “from farm to 

fork” the food they are consuming (called IBM Food 

Trust).3 Shipping can become more efficient with less 

error if we migrate to a blockchain as opposed to a 

complex network of computers. If we utilized blockchain 

technology in the voting system, it could reduce the risk of 

voter fraud.  

Our View 
We continue to highly discourage investing in 

cryptocurrencies. What we have seen this year is greed 

and the fear of missing out overriding reason and 

fundamental analysis. Crypto is speculative and has no 

foundation. Investors are simply pinning their hopes on 

the misperception that there will be another buyer. 

Unfortunately, those buyers are not emerging.  We realize 

the cryptocurrency world has evolved to a level that 

governmental agencies cannot ignore it and it will likely be 

around in some form. However, the future of regulation 

will dictate what this industry will look like over the next 

decade. With the high-profile bankruptcy of FTX we 

expect regulation to be a major issue in 2023 for the 

crypto world. It is likely that regulation will scare off 

speculative investors, some committing fraud or using the 

crypto market for terrorism, drug trafficking and other 

illegal activities. As the dust settles, we do believe the 

positive that will come out of this experiment will be a 

widespread adoption of blockchain technology. 

Blockchain has ways to improve efficiencies in business 

and we will continue to monitor the development of this 

technology and how investors may benefit. 
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Disclaimer: 
This material was prepared by Verdence Capital Advisors, LLC (“VCA” or “we”, “our”, “us”). VCA believes the information and data in this document were obtained from sources 
considered reliable and correct and cannot guarantee either their accuracy or completeness. VCA has not independently verified third-party sourced information and data. Any 
projections, outlooks or assumptions should not be construed to be indicative of the actual events which will occur. These projections, market outlooks or estimates are subject to 
change without notice. This material is being provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, investment, accounting, 
legal, or tax advice. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the 
future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in these materials 
will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. You should not 
assume that any discussion or information contained in this report serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from VCA. Alternative 
investments are designed only for sophisticated investors who are able to bear the risk of the loss of their entire investment. Investing in alternative investments should be viewed 
as illiquid and generally not readily marketable or transferable. Investors should be prepared to bear the financial risks of investing in an alternative investment for an indefinite 
period of time. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. All 
indexes are unmanaged, and you cannot invest directly in an index. Index returns do not include fees or expenses. Sector Watch Use of this website is intended for U.S. residents 
only.  Any recommendation, opinion or advice regarding securities or markets contained in such material does not reflect the views of Verdence Capital, and Verdence Capital does 
not verify any information included in such material.  Verdence Capital assumes no responsibility for any fact, recommendation, opinion, or advice contained in any such research 
material and expressly disclaims any responsibility for any decisions or for the suitability of any security or transaction based on it. Any decisions you may make to buy, sell, or hold 
a security based on this research will be entirely your own and not in any way deemed to be endorsed or influenced by or attributed to Verdence Capital. It is understood that, 
without exception, any order based on such research that is placed for execution is and will be treated as an UNRECOMMENDED AND UNSOLICITED ORDER. Further, Verdence 
Capital assumes no responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of any such research or for updating such research, which is subject to change without notice at any 
time. Verdence Capital does not provide tax, or legal advice. Under no circumstance is the information contained within this research to be used or considered as an offer to sell or 
a solicitation of an offer to buy any particular investment/security. Fixed income securities are subject to increased loss of principal during periods of rising interest rates. Fixed 
income investments are subject to various other risks including changes in credit quality, market valuations, liquidity, prepayments, early redemption, corporate events, tax 
ramifications and other factors. Lower rated securities are subject to greater credit risk, default risk, and liquidity risk. Commodity‐related products, including futures, carry a high 
level of risk and are not suitable for all investors. Commodity‐related products may be extremely volatile, illiquid and can be significantly affected by underlying commodity prices, 
world events, import controls, worldwide competition, government regulations, and economic conditions, regardless of the length of time shares are held. Data is provided for 
information purposes only and is not intended for trading purposes. Verdence Capital shall not be liable for any errors or delay in the content, or for any action taken in reliance on 
any content. Weekly Insights/Qtrly & Annual Outlook The indexes presented are unmanaged portfolios of specified securities and do not reflect any initial or ongoing expenses nor 
can it be invested in directly. An investment’s portfolio may differ significantly from the securities in the index.  Semi-Annual Chart Pack Where shown, performance information 
presented is that which has been calculated and presented by an unaffiliated third-party manager.  We have no insight into the performance of the advisor/product/account or 
fund shown and do not attempt to determine whether the performance presented is accurate.  Therefore, the performance could be incorrect, overstated or not reflective of 
actual trading of client funds.  There is the potential that the performance shown is a back test and not the result of real investment advice and trading.  As such, it could not be 
relied upon as indicative of future returns of a particular strategy.  Where performance shown is that of a pooled account, limited partnership, or private equity fund, you should 
be aware that there is a significant lack of transparency into the operations and investment process and investment vehicles invested in.  As a result, pricing and valuation of the 
underlying holdings which produced the stated performance could be incorrect, stale, or overstated and therefore the performance figures presented cannot be relied upon.   
Before investing, we encourage you to request additional information, particularly performance information, of any product that you are considering for your client.  You should 
read, as applicable, the Prospectus, SAI, Composite Disclosure and/or performance disclosure associated with any product that you are considering for investment for your or your 
client’s.  Products shown may have minimum account sizes or minimum investments which may preclude retail and non-high net worth investors from being able to invest in these 
products.  You should be aware that certain LPs may be closed to new investors and therefore your clients may be prevented from investing in these products. Portfolio 
Implementation and Rationales The SMA Asset Allocation Models do not represent a personalized recommendation of a particular investment strategy to you or your clients.  You 
should not buy or sell an investment without first considering whether it is appropriate for your client’s portfolio. Additionally, you should review and consider any recent market 
news. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice in reaction to shifting market conditions. Data contained herein from third-party providers is obtained from 
what are considered reliable sources. However, its accuracy, completeness or reliability cannot be guaranteed. Supporting documentation for any claims or statistical information 
is available upon request. Examples provided are for illustrative purposes only and not intended to be reflective of results you can expect to achieve.  Diversification and asset 
allocation do not ensure a profit and do not protect against losses in declining markets. Any forecasts contained herein are for illustrative purposes only, may be based upon 
proprietary research and are developed through analysis of historical public data. Investments in growth stocks may experience price volatility due to their sensitivity to market 
fluctuations and dependence on future earnings expectations. Sector allocation references to market capitalization (“smid cap” or “micro caps” etc.) may be subject to special risks 
given their characteristic narrow markets, limited financial resources, and less liquid stocks, all of which may cause price volatility. International/global investing can involve special 
risks, such as political changes and currency fluctuations. These risks are heightened in emerging markets. A significant percentage of the underlying investments in aggressive 
asset allocation portfolio investments have a higher-than-average risk exposure.  You should consider your risk tolerance of each of your clients carefully before choosing such a 
strategy. An investment with multiple underlying investments (which may include asset-allocation or custom blended investments) may be subject to the expenses of those 
underlying investments in addition to those of the investment itself. Investments may reside in the specialty category due to 1) allowable investment flexibility that precludes 
classification in standard asset categories and/or 2) investment concentration in a limited group of securities or industry sectors. Investments in this category may be more volatile 
than less flexible and/or less concentrated investments and may be appropriate as only a minor component in an investor's overall portfolio. Investment Managers You and your 
clients should carefully consider investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of Funds discussed. This and other important information are contained in the respective Fund 
prospectuses and summary prospectuses, which should be read carefully before investing. Investment portfolio statistics change over time.  Current performance may be lower or 
higher than return data quoted herein. The investment return and the principal value of an investment will fluctuate; so, an investor's shares/units, when redeemed, may be worth 
more or less than their original cost. Verdence relies heavily on unaudited third-party data.   Data sources include public data, such as mutual fund data, and non-public data, such 
as information provided by other investment advisors and managers of limited partnership pooled accounts.   Data and/or statistics included on this Portal, including references to 
performance, opinions, ratings, rankings, manager statistics and demographic information, product, or strategy descriptions, either quantitative or qualitative, are based upon 
information reasonably available to us as of the applicable date(s) then-published. Information has been obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable, but these sources 
cannot be guaranteed as to their accuracy or completeness. All data and information produced by a third party has the potential to be incorrect, incomplete, or otherwise 
misleading.  No implication shall be created that the information contained on the Site is correct, including as of any time subsequent to the publish date, and Verdence does not 
undertake an obligation to update such information at any time after such date. Verdence makes not warranty or representation of the veracity of the data and information and its 
use of the information should not be implied as an endorsement of any material or statements made.  Data, particularly non-public data, is subject to error and where the 
information is not audited, the potential for error is greater.  Where shown, performance information presented is that which has been calculated and presented by an unaffiliated 
third-party manager.  We have no insight into the performance of the advisor/product/account or fund shown and do not attempt to determine whether the performance 
presented is accurate.  Therefore, the performance could be incorrect, overstated or not reflective of actual trading of client funds.  There is the potential that the performance 
shown is a back test and not the result of real investment advice and trading.  As such, it could not be relied upon as indicative of future returns of a particular strategy.  Where 
performance shown is that of a pooled account, limited partnership, or private equity fund, you should be aware that there is a significant lack of transparency into the operations 
and investment process and investment vehicles invested in.  As a result, pricing and valuation of the underlying holdings which produced the stated performance could be 
incorrect, stale, or overstated and therefore the performance figures presented cannot be relied upon.   Before investing, we encourage you to request additional information, 
particularly performance information, of any product that you are considering for your client.  You should read, as applicable, the Prospectus, SAI, Composite Disclosure and/or 
performance disclosure associated with any product that you are considering for investment for your or your client’s.  Certain products shown may have account minimums or 
minimum investment sizes that are unattainable for your clients and therefore they may not be eligible to invest in these products.   Reference to registration with the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) does not imply that the SEC has endorsed or approved the qualifications of Verdence or its respective representatives to provide any advisory 
services described on the Site.  
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